
TO0LS FOR (BE)BETTER TIME
MANAGEMENT AND

OUTSTANDING PRODUCTIVITY



Studies shows, that if we set a routine in our days, instead of doing things 

chaotically and differently every day, this will save us lots of time and energy. 

With setting routine you could increase your time and energy with up to 50% and 

even more!

That is the power of habits.

That one fact about your daily life



That one fact about your work life
Studies shows, that office workers are interrupted every 4 to 11 minutes and it 

takes them 8 to 20 minutes to concentrate again to the previous level. 
These are 2 lost hours every day. 12,5% of your time daily! 

This drag down your productivity far below your possibilities!



And because of this home&work lost time and energy 
trough the day, we start to easily loose our decision making 

ability, our will to make things done and we start to 
postpone for…tomorrow



And tomorrow never dies!

But we do.

So, we need tools and techniques, which give us 

enough time and energy in order to get the most 

of our daily plan done and more importantly – to 

feel fulfilled at the end of the day, instead of 

feeling like a crap…



You can do it old fashion way
or you can use technology



Old School To0ls



Some tips

- Rise up early – when you snooze the clock, it snoozes your life! As simple

and as truth as that.

- Drink warm water – cold water for the stomach is like loud noise for the

mind

- Light breakfast – remember the Maslow’s pyramid? – if you don’t fulfill your

physical needs, there is no room for any management at any level

- Review your habits and set a morning routine. Mornings are the time when

people have the highest self-control, so you can set such morning routine

and follow it easily. Set an autopilot for all everyday activities and cut the

routine decisions to zero (decisions like what to eat, what to dress, when to

leave to work, etc. – make the decision for these once a week/month, not

every day. That way you save time and energy.



- Have an organizing tool for your tasks (even excel could help) and actually

USE IT. Make sure it helps you to:

- Prioritize your most important tasks – ask yourself “Which items will deliver

the most value for the lowest time investment?”. Do them first.

- Make sure that it shows you only the tasks, that you need to do for the day
and you don’t go through tasks, that have been already done (that

returns the mind in the past and distracts it => loose energy) or tasks,

which need to be done after a week (same story)

- If you use paper notebook - organize it with highlights in order to see only

the tasks for the day

- Define specific, visual achieved tasks (work break down if needed) and

specific time to do it. “To do” lists are evil. You need a schedule with start
and finish duration. With schedule you are no longer deciding whether or

not to work during a given period: the decision is already made.
(Research shows that having a schedule gives you feeling of control for

your time and reduces mental fatigue). Be punctual.



More tips
- When you define your tasks, they should be formed as direct actions instead

of blurry notes. That way the mind doesn’t need to loose energy in order to
review, reconsider and decide what to do with them again. You need to have

your tasks on the schedule, giving you direct instruction for action (“To call

Tom” VS “To call Tom and ask him about the agenda”)

- Don’t accept meeting without agenda (if you need to be there, ask

somebody to do one or you do it). Know what your meeting outcome needs

to be!

- Do not try to remember! Write down or set a reminder for every little detail
and leave it off of your head! You can use MS outlook appointment, an app,

G+ calendar, etc., just stop trying to remember. Don’t you have something

more important to put your energy on?

- When you plan your day once – stop replanning

- Use templates – not only for standards documents, but for e-mails, task
templates, for repetitive activities/projects, for shopping lists, etc. Try to

automatize your regular and repetitive activities



- Organize your mail by folders and rules, however it works for you. Organizing
your mail, organizes your mind. Read mail two times per day (if you can afford

this)

- Take action after every e-mail, that you read – rule it, put it in folder, set a

reminder, write down a task in your task tool or just answer (except if you are

too angry about it, because if you answer when you are angry…the fuckness

begin)

- After you set your tasks for the day – try to do it one after another without

skipping and thinking whether or not to do it! Commit to a single task at a time
as if it’s your first teenage love

- Hard task first OR easy task first – you decide, but don’t always eat that Mark

Twain’s frog. The research of Stanford social scientist BJ Fogg shows that by
making tasks smaller, we dramatically increase the chance that we’ll follow

through. Other research shows that small wins ignite joy, engagement, and

creativity. Other research shows that starting a goal, but not completing it as it

is too difficult (a.k.a., procrastinating) makes us less effective at the next tasks

we perform, so the hardest task firs is not always better choice

http://www.behaviormodel.org/
https://hbr.org/2011/05/the-power-of-small-wins
http://www.bakadesuyo.com/2011/07/does-leaving-things-unfinished-make-you-stupi/


YES! It’s a lot of work in the beginning, but when you 

get used to this routine, it will become your new 
normal  And then you will experience all beneits



And more…

- Take regular breaks (work /break - 52/17 or 90/20 minutes)

- Multitasking doesn’t make you sexy! So stop doing it – it is stealing from
your cognitive energy and capacity and leads to lots of things started
and none of them finished, which cause stress and dissatisfaction.
Instead practice focused work for each item for about 50 minutes and
then 10 minutes rest

- Set aside one day, when you will do all small tasks and then you can
multitask if you want

- Your full calendar doesn’t make you important, so keep it as simple as
possible

- Think in questions. For example, create questions for your meetings,
rather than items agenda

- Don’t procrastinate. Take action right away – use the 10 minutes rule –
when you find yourself procrastinating, start the task immediately and
commit to do it only for 10 minutes. After that – you decide whether to
leave it or to continue with it



And more…

-Don’t kill the distractions, just schedule them:
- We sometimes answer the e-mail before it comes. Don’t check your

e-mail every 5 minutes. You won’t die, I promise! You’ll just be less stressed
and more productive. Schedule your mail checks

- Mute your notifications. Acknowledge it – you like the sound of
receiving new information and at the same time you know you just can’t
handle more

- Cut down browsers tabs! Why? Because it is stressful, unproductive
and very distractive, that’s why!

- Social media for the brain is like sugar for the body. Increase the
mood for minutes and make you suffer for hours. Can you really take all this
information, that is given there? Is it really so important for you?

Studies show that working while distracted is like working after you’ve pulled
an all-nighter and can reduce your productivity by as much as 40 percent.
But we are humans, right? So go ahead, do it, but first schedule it.

https://hbr.org/2010/05/how-and-why-to-stop-multitaski.html


- At the end of the day – review the next day – it will gives you sense of control
for tomorrow and peace for the night

- Use Fridays for reviewing the next week tasks – it gives sense of control of your
week

- Be aware not to take more than you can handle. Nobody will benefit from
this anyway

And finally think about what Peter Sage is saying about time management:

"You get people come to a business coach because they want time 
management and because they're so busy. An average business coach 
would teach them better time management skills. I start peeling back the 
onion and all of a sudden you find out that potentially they have an issue with 
either:

- Micromanagement because they're afraid if the company fails, they fail, and 
therefore they have and keep their fingers on every single pikes. They're 
control freaks; 

- They don’t dared to say no. They got an issue with rejection so they don't say no, 
so they're accepting too much on their plates. They don't want to impose on 
other people's schedules and therefore they got too much and so they think 
they need time management."



- Decluttering your space, declutters your head. Throw away
everything that you haven’t used for 2 years. Make space and
homes for your stuffs (at work and at home), so that you know you
have only things you need and you know where you can find
them. Clutter kills your higher vibrations. Creativity, dreams, love –
these are bright and fairy things – don’t expect them to rise in a
place, where you hold needless stuff.

- Block out noise with headphones! Very important! Listen an
instrumental music, because the voice most probably will distracts
you

- Be aware and find out which is your most productive part of the
day. Then use it for your most important tasks!

- Eat healthy – if you eat healthy you cut some foods, but if you eat
unhealthy you cut your physical and mental power. Choose wisely
what you are going to cut

Make you mind and body your partners



- Exercise! Lighting bug lights up only when it’s moving. So if you
want to shine - MOVE! At least just walk a little bit more

- Drink more water – it clears the mind and prevents from
headache

- At work - Cut some of that 5 minute chats on Skype or talking
about your colleagues shoes. Is it really that important? That is
stealing from your time and energy!

- Get used with the mindset “I am responsible for everything”.
Sorry, but you are, indeed! Successful people don’t know
what is “not in my job description” attitude

- Smell something pleasant. Why? It gives you sense of beauty

- Go fall in love (or in life)

- Or just get a glass of wine



Sometimes it helps… 



- Write 10 ideas per day for different topics in order to exercise your
idea muscle. And then choose some ideas and make them true. Why?
For purpose. And for becoming an idea machine!

- Have at least one purpose – to say hello to everyone you meet, to do
at least one compliment per day, to say “I love you” to your partner, to
stay calm in tense situation (hard!), to read 15 minutes every day, to
make plan for your business and follow it, etc. Whatever it is (just not to
call your mama every day!). Having a purpose, even a small one,
makes you feel bigger and gives you more strength to deal with your
daily problems

- “Do at least one or two activities, not related with your work” – Buddhism
proverb. You need to have inspiration from more that one streams

- Sleep enough – dark room, no food two hours before bed and low screen
brightness one hour before bed will help you sleep better

- Find what works for you and make your own productivity habits in your
everyday life

Make you mind and body your partners



Let Technology Kick Your Ass for Better Productivity

NEW AGE BASTARDS



If you are like I was – wondering which are the most useful

apps and softwares, which can organize your activities, so

that you could be more productive, to generate more time

and energy, and to have visibility about where exactly your

(or your team) day goes by …

Well, here you will find all the information you need 



How these new technology 

bastards can help?

• Time watchers

• Task organizing tools

• Work – break tools

• Hack the system

• Be more



Time Watchers (track your time to reveal the truth)
- Rescue time or TimeDoctor – they hold you accountable for how long and on

what you spend your time in front of the computer. They track what
applications/sites you use down to the second and gives you insight about your
day computer activity. Knowing which sites you visit and for how long, will help
you to see the exact productive time, that you are having through the day.
Could that “5 minute FB time” be actually 50 minutes?

Reveal the truth as you sign up for the FREE version

https://www.rescuetime.com/rp/Veneta
http://www.timedoctor.com/#5645ac1da2c6d


Organize your tasks

There are a lot of on/off-line tools, that you could get 

to organize your or your team’s time, projects, 

clients, etc. 

Here you will find some of the most preferred and 

recommended tools in the web.



Tools mostly used for 
individual needs



Google task – an application incorporated with Gmail and
Google calendar. You just need to create tasks, set due dates or
add notes and check them off as you're done. Your task list stays
up to date no matter how you access it. It's a simple list that's with
you everywhere you go and you can use all Google benefits.

https://mail.google.com/tasks/canvas?pli=1


iDoneThis – write your tasks and then track them on a day-to-day basis.
Every evening as your day winds down, iDoneThis will email you to ask,
"What'd you get done today?" Stop, reflect, and write about your day
just by hitting "reply" to this email. The next morning, iDoneThis will email
you a digest that shows everyone's accomplishments from yesterday to
kick off your day. It helps to be mindful whether you are moving
forward, procrastinating or whether you have too much on your plate.

https://idonethis.com/


Carrots – Mashable, Fox news, USA Today and many more favorite app. CARROT is
an iphone app, which doesn't just make getting things done fun, she makes
getting things done addictive. Complete task in return of rewards. You don’t want
to make it upset, right? So, you’ll need to get things done! It’s easy and
enjoyable. You just sign tasks and when you do it, you get a reward. There is
no free version, but it’s most gamified and fun app for time management I
know  And it is available for weight watch too…

http://www.meetcarrot.com/todo/


Remember the milk – manage task from anywhere (on-line and
offline). Get e-mails, sms or reminders. Share your tasks with others.
Use it sink with Gmail, google calendar, outlook, evernote. This
app has whatever you need to organize your whole day and to
remember everything you need to do, without the need to
remember…

https://www.rememberthemilk.com/


Organize your tasks
Any.do – Beautiful and really simple task and time
management tool. You can organize your tasks for today,
tomorrow or next week, combine your activities by folders
and track your progress. If you are a minimalist lover – that’s
your app – powerful features, combined with simple design.

http://www.any.do/


Goal on track – web based goal setting software to help you achieve your goals
by doing less! Yes, that is what you were looking for!  It is based on setting
smart and simple (there is a detailed form) goals. That way you will have clarity
about where you are and where exactly are you going. You can define,
prioritize and visualize your goal clearly, on a daily basis. You can write journals,
reviews and optimize your goals. You can also add motivation images. This tool
can help you to build successful habits, which is huge advantage.
Track time and stop wasting life. No free version, but if you sign up, you have 30
day 100% money back guarantee  It’s an worthy app.

http://55546htcoqd8az49t-og-ve9dv.hop.clickbank.net/
http://55546htcoqd8az49t-og-ve9dv.hop.clickbank.net/


Organize your tasks
TickTick – with this app you can split the activities by family, work, out of
work activities and sign tasks, notes, deadlines and reminders. You can
make to-do items concise with checklist, grouping, tagging and priority
setting. You can share lists with family and friends anytime and
anywhere .

https://www.ticktick.com/


Organize your tasks
Trello – this is free, flexible, and visual way to organize anything with anyone. Trello
is simple on the surface, but have everything you need to get stuff done. Trello lets
you see everything about your project in a single glance. Post comments for
instant feedback. Upload files from your computer, Google Drive, Dropbox and
OneDrive. You can add checklists, labels, due dates, and more. Notifications
make sure you always know when important stuff happens. This is New York Times,
Forbes, PayPal, Kickstarter and many others’ favorite tool.

https://trello.com/


Organize your tasks
Evernote – this is your external brain storage – projects, tasks, files, reminders
– it is all in. You can take notes, track tasks, save things you find online. Write
and collect ideas in notes, group notes in notebooks, and easily find
everything. Share, collaborate, and discuss in real time. And all is sync from
everywhere. This is one of Tim Ferris’s most favorite tools .

https://evernote.com/


Todoist – Todoist’s layout is similar to your email inbox. Categorize your tasks,
set due dates, and share your tasks with others if you need to. And you can
sync it with 15 platforms and devices. It is streamlined, intuitive, and
beautiful! With additional features you can track your productivity and
visualize your productivity trends over time. It is probably one of the most
efficient instrument for personal use (and their blog is full of bulletproof
advices for better productivity).

https://todoist.com/


Focus booster – an app suitable for everyone (freelancers would love that app),
who doesn’t have set routine or organized system for work. You can set timers
for work/break routine, to track your time spend on a particular
task/project/customer, to analyze your activity and see exactly where your time
goes, to attach files, images, to review you weekly productivity, the revenue,
that you rise and who is your busiest clients/projects/task, etc. And you get
instant statistics, which are simply displayed.

https://www.focusboosterapp.com/


Life tick – Lifetick is web based software that helps you set, track and achieve
your goals and helps your team to do the same. It helps establishing your core
values, follow the S.M.A.R.T. methodology to keep you on track, write about
your experiences in your own journal, track any area of your life to develop
the right habits for success, capture dreams that one day can become reality
and chart your progress too see your achievements over time. It is for
individual, family, school or business use.

https://www.lifetick.com/


Tools mostly used for 
organizing teams



Organize your tasks
Swipe – Swipes helps you collect, organize and take action on the right
tasks at the right time – alone or with your team. It can collects information
from emails and notes and turn them into actionable actions. Sounds cool,
a?  You can make task lists, notes for them, deadlines and all you need
for tracking your daily activities. You can involve yourself only in
conversations, that matters to you. involve yourself only in conversations,
that matters to you. Fast company and Liehack’s favourite tool.

http://swipesapp.com/


Wrike – combines project management with a real time workspace for
collaboration, discussion and document sharing. That’s a really awesome
instrument! Tasks, discussions, and documents - all in one place. There is visibility
across teams and projects. Information isn't siloed, it can fit the way you work and
each team can set up their own workflow. Used by Paypal, HTC, Hilton, MTV and
many more . It is FREE for for small teams who need basic task management, so
you can SIGN UP straight away.

https://www.wrike.com/?r=YEgCID4t
https://www.wrike.com/?r=YEgCID4t


Podio - With Podio you can organize and connect everything and
everyone you work with. Manage your projects, customers, you name it.
Work is structured so everyone knows what they're supposed to do, while
always keeping sight of the bigger picture. Your team will appreciate
knowing exactly what's going on and enjoy being able to tweak the tool
to reflect the way you actually work. Enough said .

https://podio.com/


Asana – This is an instrument for team work…without e-mail.
Asana keeps your team organized, connected, and focused
on results. It has only actionable tasks. Uber, Airbnb and
Dropbox use it for managing projects.

With this instrument you can create list for every project, set
deadline and responsible person, attach files, notes and
everything else. It could be used for individual needs as well.

https://asana.com/


Producteev – project management instrument for small as well as for large teams.
Producteev gives you everything you need to create team projects, assign and
schedule tasks and track progress so nothing falls through the cracks. It's really easy
to use - you'll be up and running in minutes. With Producteev, it’s entirely free to
invite and collaborate with as many people as you want! Used by Oracle, Hitachi,
Financial Times, British Council and many more.

https://www.producteev.com/


Work – Break APPS
Work-rest period should be chosen wisely and individually as it is one of the most

powerful things to do in order to boost your productivity.

These tool are made for you to set a given period of time for work and then – a

period for rest. That will make sure you’re not overworking and you make

enough time to rest, so that you could be more productive.

The 52-17 method – It has been researched, that the most productive people set
the following schedule - 52 minutes work at a time, then break for 17 minutes

before getting back to it. The reason this technique is effective is because users

treat this short period of time as sprints. They try to get the most done of those 52

minutes and then rest up to be ready for the next burst. In other words, they work

with purpose. And purpose is a great motivator. You can use TimerTab,

MagicWorkCycle or Marina time to set your work-break schedule.

The 90-20 method - Working in 90-minute intervals has long been a favorite
method of maximizing productivity, because it works with our bodies’ natural

rhythms. Sleep researchers William Dement and Nathan Kleitman first discovered

the 90-minute pattern while studying the cycles by which we progress into sleep,

but it persists when we’re awake, too, as we move from higher to lower levels of

alertness. You can use TimerTab, MagicWorkCycle or Marina time to set your

work-break schedule.

http://www.timer-tab.com/
http://www.magicworkcycle.com/
http://www.marinaratimer.com/
http://www.timer-tab.com/
http://www.magicworkcycle.com/
http://www.marinaratimer.com/


Work – Break APPS
Pomodoro techniques – it gives you focused work for 25 minutes and when it goes off,
there is a short break for 5 minutes. Stretch your legs, grab a drink, or just sit back and
relax. After you’ve done 4 Pomodoro sessions, take a longer break of 30 minutes or so.

Working in such compact time periods helps you get rid of distractions and focus more
intently.

MagicWorkCycle - The Magic Work Cycle is a powerful and simple productivity

technique. Work for thirty minutes, giving all of your attention to whatever project you
are working on. After thirty minutes, take a break for thirty minutes. You can do
anything you want to take your mind off of your work. Then repeat again with thirty
minutes of work. (You can also use that tool to set 52/17 and 90/20 work break
schedule).

http://pomodorotechnique.com/
http://www.magicworkcycle.com/


I recommend you to test and see what work–break rhythm is suitable for you. If
you need - adapt some of the proposed ones to your individual day activities.

The point is to have period of focused work and then a period for rest. That gives

you a sense of purpose and productiveness.

If you wonder what to do with your rest?

-Take a walk

-Get a coffee

-Read 

-Do 10 push ups and 10 sit ups – exercise

-Stretch

-Daydream

-Leave your mind drifting

-Meditate 

-Listen to music

-Nap

-Mess around on-line

- or you can finally wash the dishes 



Hack the system
- f.lux - Ever notice how people texting at night have that eerie blue glow?

Or wake up ready to write down the Next Great Idea and get blinded by
your computer screen? f.lux fixes this: it makes the color of your
computer's display adapt to the time of day - warm at night and like
sunlight during the day. It's even possible that can’t fall asleep because of
your bright computer screen, shining to your eyes all night. You could use
f.lux because it makes you sleep better, or you could use it just because it
makes your computer look better  You can sign up for FREE.

- Noisli - Sounds, smooth noises and colors for improving your focus and
boost your productivity mood or relaxation. Sign UP fo FREE.

- Headspace or Calm - Never been able to meditate? Need to calm your
children? These guided meditation apps make all the difference.

- Focus@will – an app combining music and neuroscience to increase your
productivity up to 400% (Wooohooo!!!). No free version, but you have a
free trial, so definitely sign up and try this technology focus and
productivity booster

- Stayfocusd – a Google Chrome extension for increasing productivity by
blocking distracting URLs while you work (like FB, gmail or other sites)! Nice!

https://justgetflux.com/
http://www.noisli.com/
https://www.headspace.com/
http://www.calm.com/
http://44d3cmhahdp19wf2d-p50ebzc2.hop.clickbank.net/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/stayfocusd/laankejkbhbdhmipfmgcngdelahlfoji


Want to be MORE?
- Freedom - turns off access to the web for a set period of time and give you
time, free from distraction, so you could be more focused on your work  It is
with yearly fee.

- CoachMe – an app for adding or ending habits. Ever wanted to create a new
habit in your routine and struggle with creating it? Get in shape? Learn a new
skill? Coach.me employs coaching, community, and data to help you be your
best. It makes it easy to track, analyze, be accountable and celebrate your
progress. Just choose what habit you want to build and leave all the rest to the
coach.me professionals. You can sign up for FREE an if you want to upgrade
afterwards.

- Scrivener – Scrivener is a powerful content-generation tool, that allows you to
concentrate on composing and structuring long and difficult documents. While
it gives you complete control of the formatting, its focus is on helping you get to
the end of that awkward first draft. This is a word processor and project
management tool that stays with you from that first, unformed idea all the way
through to the final draft. Here you have a FREE trial 

- XMind – software for doing mind maps. Nice, a?  And there is a FREE version
too.

- Duolingo – “The best language-learning software the world has ever seen.
Period.” Tim Ferriss. It is fun and FREE. Sign up if you want to learn new language


http://macfreedom.com/about
https://www.coach.me/
http://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener.php
http://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener.php
http://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener.php
http://www.xmind.net/
https://www.duolingo.com/


And finally…don’t choose too many tools!

Select only those, which you think will benefit you and then 
use them daily. 

Review them regularly and adapt them to your individual 
needs, as they change

And just have in mind, that…



If you tried hard to organize yourself and screw it couple of 
times, don’t worry. We all do it. And we sometimes do it a LOT! 

We all feel scared and guilty about not accomplishing 
something, about not being able to stand out of the bed 

sometimes, about losing our temper, loosing our faith, loosing 
our love for ourselves or just feeling scared if we forget our 

grandmother's birthday!

So what? All people have these moments! 

Go through them with acceptance that we are not perfect 
and we do not have to be. Then rise again.

The trick is to go ahead until organization happen to be your 
rule, not your exception. Your exceptions will be your cheating 
days – the days when you allow yourself not to be so punctual. 

Everybody needs such days in their account 



Nothing changes, unless you MOVE.

Make time and energy for your MOVES



Quick note:

The links for some of the softwares, mentioned in this 

presentation are affiliate links, so if you decide to 

sign up for some of theme, please use the links from 
this presentation 

Thank you for doing that! 




